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THE WORKING GROUPS  
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WORKING GROUP 1 
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Working Group 1 on the variety of 

international instruments 

• Focus: The Group will focus on large toolbox of 
international instruments developed by IOs (i.e. 
standards, recommendations, conventions…) 

• Context: There is a large variation in the 
terminology used by different organizations  

• Objective: WG 1 aims at delineating a broad 

typology of international instruments with the 
objective of developing a common language / 
terminology of the variety of IO instruments.  
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Key issues for discussion under WG1 

• Catalogue and define the various instruments 

• Collect examples of instruments developed by different 
organizations  

• Identify variations i.e. organizations that define their 
instruments in ways that are different from most others  

• Develop a glossary table with definitions, examples, 
and variations  

• Discuss: As time allows, discuss for at least a few of the 
instruments how their development, maintenance and 
update, is different across organizations and is suited to 
different needs  
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WORKING GROUP 2 
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Working Group 2 on strengthening 

the implementation of IO instruments 

• Focus: challenges faced and mechanisms to 
facilitate the better implementation of IO 
instruments.  

• Context: While adoption in national legislation and 
enforcement of IO instruments are in the hands of 
the IO members, IOs support implementation 
through various approaches.  

• Objective: WG2 aims to exchange information and 
practices on how IOs support implementation of IO 
instruments, depending on their nature.  
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Key issues for discussion under WG2 

Key issues Deliverables 

• Collect and define the various mechanisms 
used to incentivize implementation of IO 
instruments (for example, participation of 
members in international rule-making process, 
capacity building activities, monitoring of 
adoption in national legislation, review 
processes, etc…) 

• Identify the objectives, operational modalities, 
critical actors involved in mechanisms used to 
incentivize implementation.  

• Analyse  expected benefices, cost and 
challenges associated with the various 
mechanisms 

 Typologies of 
mechanisms 
supporting 
implementation of IO 
instruments 

 Assessment of 
mechanisms 
supporting 
implementation of IO 
instruments 

1 

2 
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WORKING GROUP 3 
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Working Group 3 on Stakeholder 

Engagement 

• Focus: Experiences and practices relating to 
stakeholder engagement in rule-making processes of 
IOs, from the development to the implementation of 
their instruments 

• Context: Taking into account the relevant contribution 
that stakeholders could make to support the work of 
IOs, there is an increased interest in establishing a 
corporate approach to frame and promote such 
interactions 

• Objective: WG3 aims at sharing experiences and 
practices and drawing lessons on effective stakeholder 
engagement practices of IOs from the development to 
the implementation of their instruments 
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Key issues for discussion under 

WG3 

1. What should be understood as “stakeholder engagement” 
within the scope of this exercise? 

Expected deliverable: map-out typologies of stakeholders and their 
contributions vis-à-vis to the role of IOs and its members 

2. How to ensure successful and effective stakeholder 
engagement ? 

Expected deliverable: assess at what stages stakeholders could play a 
significant role and identify mechanisms/processes available that 
facilitate their engagement  

3. What are the benefits and risks of stakeholder 
engagement? 

Expected deliverable: assess the impact and challenges of stakeholders 
involvement in the development and implementation of international 
instruments and identify options to increase dissemination and 
adherence to such instruments 
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WORKING GROUP 4 
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Working Group 4 on the evaluation of 

international instruments 

• Focus: evaluation of international legal instruments 
and standards, rather than internal audits or 
programme evaluation.  

• Context: few IOs have mechanisms in place to evaluate 
the implementation & impacts of their instruments.  

• Objective: WG4 aims to exchange information and 
practices on how IOs can engage in greater evaluation 
of the use and impacts of their instruments to ensure 
their continued relevance.  

• There are lessons to learn from other forms of 
evaluations carried out by IOs and from the evaluation 
of regulatory measures undertaken at domestic level. 
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Key issues for discussion under WG4 

• Catalogue and define the various evaluation 
approaches to norms and standards (ex-ante vs. ex-post 

evaluation; stock review vs. review of a single instrument; 

systematic vs. ad hoc approaches), contrasting these with 
other types of “evaluations” (such as audits for example).   

• Collect evaluation tools, techniques, practices and 
experiences across IOs.  

• Identify their objectives, operational modalities, 
expected benefits and challenges.  

• Reflect on how IOs can build on and complement 
domestic evaluation processes and how the links 
between these efforts can be strengthened.  
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WORKING GROUP 5 
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Working Group 5 on coordination 

among IOs 

• Focus: review and assess the best practices on 
coordination among International Organisations  

• Context: comprehensive policies involve the 
coordinated efforts of IOs 

• Objective: WG5 aims to exchange information and 
practices on how IOs currently foster coordination 
and cooperation to address specific challenges.  

• Both soft and hard instruments for coordination 
will be explored. 
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Key issues for discussion under WG5 

• Identifying instruments, practices and experiences 
of IOs in support of coordination  

• Identifying the main challenges IOs face in their 
coordination efforts.  

• Evaluating the advantages or disadvantages of 
different coordination mechanisms and the impact 
on international rule making  

• Determining the factors of success in cooperation 
among IOs 


